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Miramonte Mainspring 9-20-2021
Good morning and happy Monday!

A few reminders and announcements for this week, hoping to keep it short as we know
you get inundated with a lot of information through Bloomz! :)

We will be having our fall Lifetouch pictures taken, coming up on Monday, October 4. 
More information will be sent home next week, but until then,  please put this on your
calendar now so that you are aware.  Pictures will be available for purchase, online through
Lifetouch.  These pictures are the ones that we will use for our yearbook, so please plan on
making sure that your student is here that day, all ready to smile for the camera:)

MAPS Assessment will be happening this week on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, for
all grades, K-8.  This assessment is a great tool that provides the teachers with specific
information on how each student is doing in specific subjects.  As one of our lower grade
teachers explained it to her students, "It's a chance for you to show off, letting me know
how you are doing!"  It is nothing we want our students to stress over.  Just some helpful
encouragement to do the best they can on that particular day:)  What you can do as
parents at home is to make sure that lights and electronics are turned off at a good time
each night and that your child gets plenty of sleep as well as a good, nutritious breakfast.

We are noticing that some of our students, throughout different grades, are not wearing
masks properly.  The biggest reason is that they are too loose, which causes them to slip
below the nose.  If you could please make sure to send your child to school with a mask
that will cover their nose and mouth, without it slipping,  would be much appreciated!  A
helpful suggestion is to use masks that have a nose wire in them as that is often what is
needed to keep the mask in place.  Our goal is to keep everyone, staff and student alike,
healthy so we appreciate your help!

Just another reminder to *not* send your child in black soled shoes that leave scuff marks
on the gymnasium floor.  Thanks!

If you are regularly having your child get hot lunch on Fridays, it is probably time to
purchase a new punch card for them.  At some point this week we will have the table back
out front where you can once again purchase them.  

Have a fantastic week!

Looking forward to the day when we can see all their faces again, but until then, here is the
correct way to wear a mask ;) 

Secretary (MIRAMONTE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL)
Sep 20

Debbie Richmond
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Announcement

Shared with All Parents, Teachers, School Office staffs, Students, School Admins, School Support Staffs, Attendance Clerks, Food Services Coordinator of MIRAMONTE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL

Haydee EnovesoIberys Mendoza


